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Abstract: Air pollution harms the environment and human welfare. Computer models and their
simulation are useful tools for deeper understanding of processes behind as they quite accurately
represent the dispersion and transformation of pollutants with advection diffusion equation or by other
concepts. However, current models give valid results only to constrained cases of initial conditions.
The general model combining the several specific models which is able to change according to input
parameters and improve with training is proposed. The adaptiveness of the system is provided by
decision tree as data structure with information for selection and combination process and genetic
algorithm as optimization method for adjusting the tree to fit training data. The implementation and
testing are ongoing, preliminary results given.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Air pollution harms the environment and human welfare. In order to solve existing and prevent
future problems, the deep understanding of air pollution’s processes is necessary. Computer models
use various mathematical and statistical concepts to find the relation between input parameters and
measured concentrations of the pollutant after some time in given spatial scale of interest [Bui01].
Input parameters include source properties, such as its location, shape, emission rate, exit velocity
and temperature of pollutant, weather conditions, mainly wind velocity, air turbulence and ambient
temperature, and pollutant characteristics, its physical phase and chemical reactivity [Val08].

Current models usually use advection-dispersion equation (ADE) for calculating the expected mean
and standard deviation of pollutant’s concentrations [SJ05]. Results are calculated by numerical dis-
crete approximation of ADE with methods as finite volume approximation or method of lines. An-
other approach is to use one of known analytical solutions, but they are valid only under specific
initial conditions. Naturally, these models are most accurate for situations they were designed for.

However, the model which is able to adapt to input parameters, select appropriate specific models,
combine them into one system and calculate the results could offer more general perspective. The
choosing and combining these specific systems are two non-trivial tasks and due to desired adaptive
behaviour of the system artificial intelligence methods might succeed. Proposed solution uses two
of them - a genetic algorithm and a decision tree. The decision tree contains information about
which models to select according to input characteristics and how to combine them into one general
model which calculates concentrations. Genetic algorithm adjusts this decision tree by changing the
information included and adding new one so that it fits best to training data.

The article follows with the description of design and gives preliminary results of testing and valida-
tion.



2 SOLUTION DESIGN

Proposed adaptive model of atmospheric pollution is to our knowledge the first attempt to select and
combine specific models according to input parameters, however, few systems of blending two models
together were made by [HPM08, ch.14]. The solution applies decision tree and genetic algorithm to
the tasks of combining models and adjusting the system.

The model works from user’s point of view like every other air pollution model. User inserts input
variables, system calculates the results in temporal and spatial area of interest. However, the calcu-
lation starts with building the combined model with information from the decision tree. The con-
centrations are then computed with this combined model. The main feature of the proposed model,
its adaptiveness, requires a bit different behaviour. In training mode, after the input of training data
which consists of input variables and measured concentrations, the system’s results are obtained as in
user mode. The genetic algorithm compares the calculated and measured results and change decision
tree accordingly.

The decision tree contains all the information about the process of specific models’s selection and
combination. The leaves contain implemented specific models, nodes (except leaves) represent con-
ditions such as point source or constant wind speed required for model validity or recommended
application to certain input properties, e.g. Lagrangian model is suitable for long temporal scales
[Bui01, p.8], and threshold values. The leaf links to the model which should be used if the conditions
in the nodes of the path from root are satisfied. Moreover, all conditions of the decision tree and the
extent to which they need to be satisfied (value 1.0 - must be/validity requires, 0.7 - should be/it is
recommended, 0.5 - might be/does not matter, 0 - can not be/would cause invalidity) are stored in
data structure for each implemented model. The simple example of decision tree is in Figure 1. The
nodes contain conditions about temporal and spatial scale and choose one model according to values
of those variables given by the user.

Figure 1: Example of the decision tree.

The combining of models into one general system uses the decision tree with information necessary
for decisions about selection. The building itself is explained by following example. The new in-
dustrial stack starts to release continuously non-reactant gas with a few particles of heavy particulate
matter. On the right side of the factory, the terrain starts to rise and form a mountain, on the left side
the city lies in plane. The user wants to know how the pollution in the area of 15 km will look in two
days if it does not rain. At least two models can be used, first simple tilted plume model for heavy
particles, second Lagrangian or Gaussian model for gas. If the system has also model for mountain-
ous terrain it can be included and calculate the results for right side. The transient area’s results can
be calculated as weighted mean of results from two areas. In the case of two or more models suitable
for the same area, linear combination of specific models’s concentrations is given as the result.



Genetic algorithm makes the system adaptive by optimizing the decision tree structure. Generally,
the algorithm iteratively evaluates the population of individuals and builds new one with operations
of mating and mutation. Chromozome representation of a tree consists of nodes’s list in preorder.
For every node, it includes its id number, split threshold and binary flag set if the threshold can be
changed. Population is small, less than 10 individuals and only the best one is used for mutation.
Basic mutation operations are altering the threshold and inserting new node into the tree. The need to
keep validity conditions in the path from root to the specific model, mating and mutation operations
over trees as in genetic programming can not be applied. Cost function is root mean squared error
between measured concentrations and results given by combined model built according to a tree from
population. The best found tree is then saved and used afterwards in user mode.

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT’S RESULTS

So far, five specific models have been implemented. They were all tested on artificial input param-
eters. Gaussian model and analytical solution for continuously emitting point source were validated
on Copenhagen experiment’s data, see table 1, as it fits their validity conditions (point source, mostly
constant wind speed, mostly constant wind direction, constant emission rate). Combined model uses
0.9∗ cgaussian +0.1∗ cpointSource to calculate results, coefficients were determined by the genetic algo-
rithm using all runs of Copenhagen experiment [GLRNLD98].

Gaussian model Cont. point source model combined model
NMSE 0.141 0.328 0.146

Table 1: Average of normalized mean squared error of four runs of Copenhagen experiment

4 CONCLUSIONS

We presented the adaptive model for simulation of atmospheric pollution. It uses decision trees and
genetic algorithms to select and combine various specific models of pollution into one. Such general
model can modify its behaviour according to input parameters and learn with training. The completion
of implementation and further testing are yet to be done.
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